
Similar to King Artur's sword, also in Portugal a sword full of mystery and magic exists. Guarded 
throughout centuries by dedicated guardians, she remained almost at everyone's sight until 
nowadays, Joan, a young psychiatrist in Santa Maria's Hospital, sees herself sunken in a complex 
historical plot leading her to the discovery of her genetic heritage, one carrying the designs of the 
highest Knights. 
 
She opened the door jumping out of the car still in movement in Sintra's historical centre by Lord 
Byron. Afterwards she rolled through the ground and cringed in the gutter waiting for the car 
pursuing them to pass by. In that waiting compass followed by silence it was the sound tearing apart 
her senses. All over the sudden all her past had been transformed in an historical narrative not 
comprehended in her mind. It was as if she would had been told that all she knew about herself was 
a single corner of fantasy dividing her soon in reason and madness. Now it seemed that all 
existential meanings supporting what she had ever been were about to be ripped off changing her 
future. Joana had just sunk in a path leading her to deal with the greatest discovery of her life. A 
path to go through which toll had no price.  
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